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the images of the era speak for themselves. all people have the right to know what happened. all
people can say what they saw and what they felt. even with the same times, different perspectives
and experiences. and because the old films have the ability to evoke a memory of the past, i feel
that the film will help understand my history and cultural heritage in one way or the other. i feel

happy and satisfied with the movie. if you read the above titles, you can see that they provide the
similar themes and emotion as this "der untergang". nonetheless, its english subtitle adds a little

more charm to this movie. this is an excellent movie. benegal, in his career, has gone beyond
ordinary political, military, and diplomatic dramas. he tells about the fall of third reich on his own

light-hearted and elegant way. benjamin berger is as powerful an actor as he was in films like
“pinkville” and “the collector”. and this film is precisely a compilation of all those performances. this
movie is a perfect guide for anyone who wants to understand the people who fought in world war 2.

the film is filled with cool music and all these old commercials and advertisements add to it. its a
great cross-platform event for anyone who wants to feel part of the current of history without

actually participating in history. benegal is a rare director who is capable of telling a good story with
great visual execution. the film is another example of such. i will watch it again because it shows us
some things which are not new at all but still instructive and interesting. the screenplay is very well-

written and has a very good rhythm. the best part of the film is the tempo and timing of the
production that made it look like a documentary of the time. the language of the film is simple and

clear which makes you feel that you are looking at history.
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how do we deal with our sense of loss and our guilty conscience when it comes to world war ii?
mostly we don't, most of the time. das boot however, makes a statement that you can't just leave it
like that. this film is so well made, and it tells a most amazing story. it is brilliant, the camerawork,

editing etc are so astounding, it is one of the greatest war films of all time, and it also shows a
different angle on the events of the war, a human one, which is the goal of cinema as well. this is

one of the greatest war films of all time, one that would make any film-lover cringe with longing. the
film illustrates the heroes, the down trodden, and the cliche's of a string of real events; the shadows
and the hues of history. this is a story that has the rarest of qualities to it; ultimately, it transcends
time. there is a standard in german films, ein deutsches lesen, which requires an understanding of

the culture and the era of the character of the film. das boot doesn’t rise to this level, it’s an
example of a well made war film, which became a cult-film after the war ended. death of a soldier is

a german film based on the famous book written by ernest hemingway, death in the afternoon,
made in 1935, it’s a great film. imho, it’s one of the bests of the pre-war years. the film not only

depicts the conflict, but also gives the readers a profound insight of that time and the life conditions
of the people. you can also find it in netflix or in a movie rental service like blockbuster. das boot is

based on an event that occurred during world war ii. the film portrays the battle of boot, that
occurred on april 27, 1943 in the area of the northern adriatic sea between the allied forces and
german troops. the film was shown at the film festival in the german city of metzingen in august

2011. the title of the film refers to the boots of the german soldiers, as the uniform they wore had an
insulating flap in the boot soles. the film is directed by wolfgang petersen. 5ec8ef588b
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